
JIFX 15-3 Quicklook
By the Numbers
 
The JIFX 15-3 (11-15 May 2015) event was held at the 
Naval Postgraduate School’s Field Laboratory at McMil-
lan Airfield, Camp Roberts, California. The event was 
attended by 162 registered participants from 59 unique 
organizations.

•	 19 (32%) Department of Defense
•	 4 (7%) Other Federal Organizations
•	 4 (7%) State/Local Organizations
•	 7 (12%) Academic Organizations
•	 25 (42%) Private Industry
•	 1 (>1%) Foreign Government

The end users/evaluators were represented by military personnel from USASOC, I MEF, and NSW Command.
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Experimentation

Experiments at JIFX 15-3 once again spanned a wide range of technologies and mission sets. Unmanned systems 
experiments included the use of UAVs to geo-locate GPS interference and navigate in GPS-denied environments; 
UAVs to rapidly map communication signal strength in difficult terrain; and the design and deployment of multi-
UAV, autonomous swarms (see page 3). Several social media and analytic experiments explored the potential for 
the use of big data analytics at the tactical edge and in bandwidth limited environments, while others experiment-
ed with technology to improve mesh networking, wide-area hand-free voice communication and connectivity be-
tween voice, data and video networks. A third line of intense experimentation looked at small, deployable systems 
to support Blue-Force Tracking at the individual level, man-portable water purification and tactically deployable 
Traumatic Brain Injury diagnosis. Most of these technologies are in the early stage of development and feedback 
from End Users Evaluators, Government Stakeholders and Vulnerability Assessment Teams will allow industry, 
academia and government to define better requirements and more rapidly build effective solutions.

Experiment Evaluations
The end users/evaluators were represented by military personnel from US Army Special Operations Command 
(USASOC), US Marine Corps 1st Marine Expeditionary Force (1 MEF), and US Naval Special Warfare (NSW) 
Command.  These evaluators, along with evaluations from the COCOM stakeholders, produced 93 individual 
evaluations currently with additional ones being finalized:
•	 26 Stakeholder Evaluations
•	 34 Uniformed End-user Evaluations
•	 33 Naval Postgraduate School Evaluations

Next Event
10-14 Aug 2015 at Camp Roberts, CA

Participation by Organization
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The Naval Postgraduate School’s Advanced Robotics Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL) was able to suc-
cessfully launch, fly, and land 20 UAVs autonomously, deployed in two “sub-swarms” (10 UAVs each) and “oper-
ated” using ARSENL-developed swarm operator interfaces.  The UAVs were able to perform basic leader-following 
cooperative behaviors, exchanging information amongst themselves via wireless links.  This shattered the previous 
best (12) and ARSENL thinks it is the largest swarm of autonomous fixed wing UAVs flown outside of laboratory 
to date anywhere in the world.  With one human on the loop and no human control of the UAVs ARSENL may 
have another first, the entire team is less than the number of platforms flown so ARSENL is finally seeing the 
always claimed but never achieved reduction in manpower associated with UAVs!

On Thursday of JIFX weeks many of the experimenters, along with our NPS team and End User Evaluators par-
ticipated in a scenario-based experiment to explore the technologies in a more operational setting and to facilitate 
the integration of and data-sharing between the various technologies. In all, over fifteen different technologies 
were integrated into a scenario supporting a response to a simulated hostage-event. Information available from 
in-place sensors and rapidly deployed systems was (mostly) successfully integrated with social media and big data 
analytics and overhead surveillance to provide better situational awareness both the “On-Scene Commander” 
and the “Headquarters.” Several techniques (with varying success) were used to bridge multiple, disparate voice, 
data and video networks to facilitate better communication between the various participating groups. This type 
of experimentation highlights the need and potential of “designing-in” interoperability and using openstandard 
architectures. It also allows for government stakeholder to better envision what individual technologies might 
become part of a larger end-to-end solution.

UAV Defense Innovation Initiative chart (top of next page)

Experiments at JIFX span a wide range of technologies and Stakeholder interest Areas.  Experiment proposals are 
submitted to NPS in response to the quarterly Call For Experiments RFI available on our website.  At JIFX 15-3, 
as in most JIFX events, many of the selected experiments also relate to key areas of interest for the Department 
of Defense such Unmanned Aerial Systems, Defense Innovation Initiative or were assessed for network and com-
munication vulnerabilities.
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Water Purification System under the wing of JUMP-20 VTOL UAV (left) and transition to a 
standard flight (right)

Snowflake-15 descending under a new ellipti-
cal parafoil 


